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CONCLUSION

A GLODAL FRAMEWORK FOR COMMUNITY ACTIONS
IN FAVOUR OF SMES

There is now widespread recognition that small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)l
can make a vital contribution to job creation, competitiveness and growth within the
European Union
Member States and the Community already tty to unlock the potential of SME~\' through
an array of measures, but many (lthese initiatives are narrowly targeted and too
disparate to be emily accessible by most SJvfEs. Maintaining coherence between these
initiatives and, in a rapidly clwngi11g economic envimnment, em·llring that the different
actions are directly relevant to SMI~~" and their prohlems remains a political priority for
the Commission.
11w 1994 Integrated Programme 2 was a first attempt to set out a global framework for

all Community actions in favour of S!I1Es under the various Community policies. It was
based 011 the White Paper on Growth, Competitiveness and Jl.mployment and introduced
a closer coordination and partnership between all parties involved in SME development.
In its SME Policy Paper presented to the 1995 At/adrid European Councif3, the
Commission developed a more amhitious po/ic_~) ill favour of SME\·, highlighting thai
targeted !telp to SME.\· is a cost-l:{{ective way to support }ob creation. The cmu.:lusions
of that Cou11cil endorsed this approach, inviting the Commission to put the objectives (~f
the PoliGy Paper illlo practice as Sll'(ft6J a.\' possihle. 4
These new priorities and initiatives must now he set in the context of the existing action
programmes in fervour of SMF;s so that the d(fferent contrilmtions can he focused on tire
full range (ifstrategic ol?fectives.
This Communication thus updates and develops tlze 1994 Integrated Programme
specifically to encompass tile new Community priorities for SlifE Policy. It is a direct
follow-up to the Commission's European Cm~fidence Pact for Employment.5 In line
with the Florence European Council6 it calls for an integrated approach whereby
national, regional and local authorities, the social partners and the Community
institutions each take practical action in favour of growth and employment.
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Commission Recommendation concerning the definition of SMEs, OJ no L 107, 30.4.1996, p.4.
Integrated Programme in favour of SMEs and the Craft Sector, COM(94) 207 final of 3.6.1994.
Commission Communication of 29.11.1995 on "Small and Medium Sized F:nterprises - A dynamic
source of employment, wowth and competitiveness in the European Union", Document
CSE(95)20R7 (hereafter referred to as "the Madrid SME Policy Paper").
Conclusions of the Madrid European Council, ST(95) 1000 of 16.12.1 "95, p. 14.
CSE(96) I of5.6.19%.
Conclusions of the Florence European Council, SI (96) 500 of 22.6.1996, p.2.
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Coordinating Community contri!JIItions i11j{mmr of S!'l,fl·,·s ollllmonitorin;; pmgress is
the essence (~( the Community's J~ntaprise Folicy. 7 The Integrated 11rogmmme
d.!monstratcs its coordinoling role with regard to A1emher Stales' actions affecting SME,·
and the n1rious contributions (if Community policies ami programmes. fJmgress on the
implementation ~( this integrated approach is set out in a rcgular~v puh/ished
coordifl[Lfion report. 8

l!...

THE STRATEGIC CONTEXT: SMEs' CONTRIBUTION TO

ElV1PLOYMl.~:NT

In its Madrid SME Policy Paper the Commission stated that, although SME policy now
ranks higher than ever on the political agenda, much more could be achieved by a fresh
approach focusing on a number of priority issues. It confirmed that SMEs, in particular
those at the smaller end, now play a key role in terms of growth and of generating new
jobs.

r-·------·------------------------------------------------------·--SMEs as job creators
"'

SMEs account for 99.8% of all cornpanies, 66% of total employment and 65%
of business turnover in the European Union.

,,

Net job creation in srvms has more than compensated for job losses in large
enterprises during the period l9S8 to 1995. During that period enterprises with
fewer than 100 employees have been responsible for almost all job creation.

The Madrid SME Policy Paper stresses that European SMEs' full potential for growth and
employment creation has not been properly realised and that growth and job creation in
SMEs has been inhibited by basic market and policy imperfections and failings which
have not yet been adequately addressed. These imperfections were analysed and the
following remedial measures proposed:

Pdority flccommcndations from Madrid SME Policy Pa.L.r1_c_r____--1
1:1
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Reduce red tape which hampers European Entrepreneurship

a

Ensure better involvement of SME Organisations in the decision-making
process

"

I Ielp finance SMEs which create new jobs

•

Reduce market distortions and inefficiencies

"

Vigorous action to promote research, innovation and training to assist SMEs

•

Enhance competitiveness and internationalisation of SMEs

Sec also Article 5, paragraph 2, of the Proposal for a Council Decision on a Third Multiannual
Programme for SMEs, OJ no C ISG, J 1.5.19%, p.S.
Report on the coordination of activities in favoilr of SMEs, COM(%) JG2 final of R. 9.1995 (Article
5, second indent. ofCouucil Decision '>J/]79/EEC of 14 June 1991, OJ N° L l(d of2.7.1991, p.71).
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JllJLJ~TNG

TOGETIIER:_A COHERENT FRAl\fEWOHK FOR SME

POLICY
In its Resolution of 22 April 1996 on the coordination of Community activities in favour
of SMEs and the craft sector, 9 the Council highlighted the need to ensure that the stated
priorities in favour of SMEs be reflected in real actions in their £wour. f'or achieving these
objectives the Council called for the strengthening of coordination of all Community
instmments and programmes and for better coordinating, as appropriate, of Member
States' actions in favour of SMEs.
In line with this Council Resolution and the provisions of Article 130 of the Treaty, the
Integrated Programme provides an appropriate framework for an increased coordination
of policy measures for SMEs. More specifically, the Integrated Programme places in an
avera!! framework the full range of Community measures in favour of SMEs, thereby
helping to achieve greater consistency, effectiveness and transparency of the individual
actions.
The Integrated Programme is not a substitute for various actions taken at the national or
Community level, neither docs it involve any change in decision making processes. Its
objective is to ensure a closer partncr·ship between all parties concerned with the
development of SMEs - at Community, nn.tional and regional levels - with a view to
enhancing the convergence and effectiveness of measures. The Integrated Progrnmme
distinguishes bet\vcen three types of measures:
r-·-----------------·----------------------------------------------------------~

t--------------=-I.:..:.n;;..:;.teg!:_atcd Programme for Sl\lEs
Concerted actions with Member Statesl°
Contributions from the European Unionl I

I. measures to promote mutual 2. measures for SMEs developed under
consultr.tion bet ween l\1cmber States and other relevant Community policies (e.g.
joint co-ordin<!tion, as appropriate, Structural Funds, R&TD, EIB and ElF);
concerning Z!Ctions in fcwour of SMEs.
3. measures for SMEs developed \Vi thin
the framc\vork of the Community's
SME
Policy
(i.e.
the
specific
Multiannu:ti SME Programme).
The present Communication covers the three clements of the Integrated Programme. It
supplies a frame of reference for the first two clements of the Community SME policy, i.e.
concerted actions between Member States and the Community's contributions for the
development of SMEs through its other policies and programmes, and sets out their
relationship with the third clement, i.e. the complementary and specific SME Community

9
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Council Resolution of 22 April 1996 on the coordinntion of Community nctivities in favour of SMEs
and the Craft Sector, OJ W C 130, 3.5 .1996, p. I.
Sec Article 130 § 2 of the Trcnty.
i.e. contributions through policies and activities the Community pursues in the framework of the
Treaty. as well as through specilic measures in support of activn taken in Member Stntes
(Article 130 § 3 of the Treaty).
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action~;

contained

111

the proposed Third Multiannual Programme for SMF~; (I 0')7-

2000).12

,..--.-------·-------TiL.: Integrated Progrnmmc: fi1cilitate:s grente:· coordination or l'\~cmhrr ~~!r:~e.·;' ,
:·:c·'in:J:~ ::!feeling ~;r;n~s. It envisages "concerted actions" which arc bi!:.cd on <m
c:~dHwge of bc:st prt'.cticc between Member States. The concerted action<; nin1 ;;t ~
incrcasin!; lb.: cllicacy or tcicmller SlaV..: actions in the field or the improveaH~nt or.
i.h::.: b:t~:in::.::~~; environment :md the stilllulation or busincs~: support measure:;, in
p~!! ticular through a b~.:1ter t:;rgcting and convergence of policy 111c1:;ure::.
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, nc !ntegrutcd .rrogt<tllll1lC aL;o ensures better r;)ortlm:1tHJ:: ')f ~1:e ·F:·,n(mc,
flj·· ::~::mmmity i:: mnLing in f:;vonr of :;r.t;r:.: !hrou~;h it~ v::riou:o.
pokic:~ <iiicl pro~nunml:s. The objective~; of this coordination con~;i:::l in ensuring .
b-:.:i.L~c !•..:cognition of th"-.: Sh1E dimension in the variou:; Community policie:: and !
l'!:~gl ;;lillll(:~:, [;!cilit;::in~:.: in:~rcasccl p_articil_1ation ()~ sr~Fs in Conllll:ll'li!): ~!!~)ported I
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l-·-·~·~:,t<~~;, a:~~~eltccltve c~~~~sul:~~~-~.-~~_:~~anl~~~~~on~-~~!~~~~~~~tlng ~~:~:s~-----~
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Til: 1 ,;~;ults of the Commission's courdination activities will be evident fiom the reports on
tk' i:,clusion ofth~: SME dimension in all Community policies and proL;rammes. 11

'i"his Commtmication updates and develops the 199tl Integrated Programme. It s~.~~~~ out a

global framework for SME Policy which is based on the same methodolor:;y while aiminr:;
at new objective~; and presenting an array of new measures.

"' tlw same methodology
The apprm!ch proposed in the 199-'1 Integrated Programme remains unchanged. It is based
on the three types ofinstnnnents described above (the Multiannual Programme, concerted
actions with Member States :mel other Community actions in support of SMEs).

, enlarged ol!it•ctil'l'S
The 1994 Integrated J>rogran1mc was a direct consequence of the Commission's White
Paper on Growth, Competitiveness and Employment. It spelled out the priorities
formulated in the White Paper concerning the contribution of SME policies to the
attainment of its objectives. The 1994 Integrated Programme made a distinction between
measures aiming at improving the business environment and those aiming at stimulaiing
business support services, while focusing on the various stages of the life cycle of
enterprises.
This updated Integrated Programme builds on this distinction, in particular by
concentrating the various measures on the new strategic objectives iclcntifiecl in the
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OJ n° C 15G, J 1.5.19%, p.5.
Article 5. paragraph 2. of the Propo~al for a Council Decision on a Third Mulliannual Programme
for SMEs, OJ no C 15<1, ~ 1.5.19%, p.5.

v
Madrid SME Policy Paper and reemphasized
Employment.
1994 Integrated l 1 rognunme
1. Improve the business
environment

2. Stimulate business support
measures

"'

111

the European Confidence Pact for

1996 Integrated Programme
I. Improve the administrative and
regulatory business environment
2. Improve the financial and fiscal
environment
3. Help SMEs Europcanise and
intcrnationalisc
4. Enhance SME competitiveness
5. Promote entrepreneurship and special
target groups

new actions

The formulation of an updated Integrated Programme docs not imply that all actions set
out in the 1994 Integrated Programme arc completed or arc less relevant. Actions
designed to meet the objectives of the 1994 Programme will continue to be implemented.
Compared to the 1994 Integrated Programme, this Communication sets out a number of
additional initiatives in favour of SMEs as well as identifying actions in the framework of
other Community policies which will take account of the new priorities in their
implementation. Some of these actions still have to be adopted by the Council, or even to
be proposed by the Commission.

Concerted actions

Actions under other
Community policies

Value added: new l{ey actions
··• access of SMEs to the Information Society
• forum on entrepreneurship
• forum on craft and small enterprises
• forum on commerce
• simplifying internal market legislation (SLIM)
• loan guarantees for employment (ELISE)
• ElF equity support for SMEs
• introduction ofthe Euro
• instrument for transnational investment within the

EU

Specific SME Policy actions

•
•
•
•

support for international cooperation
innovation in SMEs
marketoriented technological devclorment
Third Multiannual Programme for SMEs (19972000)

VI

IV. THii: PLACE OF TilE TIIIIU> r\HlLTIANNUAL PROGHAI\1ME FOH

SI\H~s

The Multiannual SME Programme is an essential part of the framework of the Integrated
Programme. It provides the legal and budgetary basis for the Community's specific actions
in favour of SMEs which arc not covered by other ·community policies. The current
Multiannual Programme expires on 3 I December 1996. The proposal for a Third
Multiannual SME Programmc 14 - now before the Council of Ministers for final adoption aims at "maximising European SMEs' full potential for employment, growth and
competitiveness". It has received the unanimous endorsement of the European business
organisations representing SMEs 15 and will cover the period 1997 - 2000. The Florence
European Council has urged the Council to adopt this Programme by the end of 1996.
V. CONTENT OF THE INTEGRATED PROGRAMME FOR SMEs

The synoptic table on the following pages sets out the main features and specific policy
actions of the updated Integrated Programme for SMEs.

14
15

Commission Proposal for a Council Decision on a Third Multiannual Programme for SMEs in the
European Union (I 997-2000). OJ 11° C 15(,, J 1.5.1 1J%, p.5.
CCACC, CECOP, CEDI, EMSU, EUROCIIAMBRES. EUROCOMMERCE, EUROPMI, UEAPME.
UNICE and YES for Europe.

VII

INTEGHATED
Cmlct'rtl!tl Action\'
[.

I'HOGRAI\11\11~

.

Guidelines for regulatory policy (including
better consultation)

•

Pilot action for simplifying Intemal Market
legislation (SLIM)

•

Follow-up to Molitor repo.rt

.
Better access to
finance and capital
markets

•

•
•

•

•

Administrative
cooperation Single Markel

.

Business services
(including in the lidd
of innovation)

.

..

•

Access of SMEs to the
Jnfonnation Society

•

Adapt training to
the needs of SMEs

.
.
.

v.
•
•

•

Dispute settlement procedures
Appropriate legal instmments

Late payment
Round Table Bankers and SMI~s
SME capital markets, including
EASDAQ
Mutual Guarantee Schemes
Factoring and credit insurance

Access to the Single Markel
-More compdition and encourage reduction
State aid
-Cross-border public procnrement
- Standards and certification
-Transnational investment within the EIJ 4
Access In third co:uJtries
- lkdnce trade harriers
-Improve nmltilalL:ral rules on FDI
- Facilit:1te intemational cooperation with
enkrpriscs in Third Countries~

.
.
.

.

.

Partner search networks
Direct

partnership~;

Promotion of European Economic
Interest Gronpinr,s (REGIE)
E!Cs as first slop shop!;
net wm king of providers of maz kt.:t
inl<mnation

ENHANCE SI\1E COI\11'ETITIVENESS AND IMPROVE THEIR ACCESS TO RESEAH.CII,
INNOVATION, INFOHI\1ATION TECHNOLOGIES AND THAINJNG

SME actions in the
field of research
(CREST)

•

Introduction of the Euro

Transfer of businesses

FOR SMEs

Better largding of Community support for
SMEs, including ElF loan guarantees l(lr
employment at reduced rates (ELISI~). 2 ElF
equity support ((Jr SMEs, and reorientation of
Structural Funds' support, 3 EIB loans
Fiscal enviroumenl of businesses

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

New approach to Business Impact
Assessment System (including
methods
eosl/bendit
for
evaluation)

HELP SMES TO EUROI'EANISE AND INTERNATIONALISE THEIR STRATEGIF.S,
IN PAHTICULAR THROUGH BETTER INFORMATION AND COOPERATION SERVICES

.
IV.

ENVIRONMI~NT

.
•

Simplify new common VAT system

H. IMPROVE THE FINANCIAL AND FISCAL

nr.

TM,;rtit"""'t;! sAt H l'rogrmllml!l

.. ktion~ 11111/er other ( 'oll/1111111i~l' policit·.~

SIMPLIFY AND IMI'ROVE TilE ADMINISTRATIVE AND REGULATORY BUSINESS
ENVIRONMENT

• Committee on Improving
and Simplifying the
Business Environment

•

FOH SI\H:s

Competitiveness and modernisation ot" SMEs
-Structural Funds(, (incl. SME lnitiative 7)
- Industrial competitiveness
- Localth:vclopmenl initiativesH
9

Action Plan for luntwation
Access lo !{&.TD 10
-access to Community R&TD Programmes
- market-oriented technological development
Access or SMEs tn the Information Society 11

.
.

.
.

Promotion of subcontracting
COMMERCE 2000
Innovation by SMEs (e.g . New
Technology llascll Finns)
Management training for

SME~:

Environmental requirements 12
energy saving 13
Access to trainingH
including in the an.::1 ofucw technologics 1'

PHO!\fOTE ENTHEI'HENEUHSIIII' ANil SlJPPOHT SPECIAL TAHGET GROUPS
Entrepreneurship
Forum on Crall and
small enterprises
Fomm on Commerce

.
.
.

follow-up Whit.: Paper on Education
Access ot" cr:dl enterprises to Singk Market
Women entrepn.:m:mslf•

.

.
.
.

Promote cntreprenenn.hip
Craft and small enterprises
Commerce and distribution
Women nnd young entrepreneurs

VIII
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15
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Multiannual Programme for SMEs I ')1)7-2000 : budget proposed: ECU I RO million;
European loan insurance scheme for employment (ELISE): ECU 25 million (in 19%);
New orientation of Objective 2 Support (ECU S.l5 billion for 1997-1 ')99);
Financial instnuncnt for transnational investments by SMEs within the EU;
MED-INVEST 1997-2000: ECU million; AL-INVEST 1995-2000: ECU 41 million; AS-INVEST
1996-2000: ECU 32 million; ECIP 1995-1999: ECU 250 million; JOP PJIAREff ACIS 1996-2000:
ECU 70 million;
Structural Funds 1994-1999: Community Support Framc\\'orks, Community Initiatives and pilot
projects;
Community Initiative for SMEs 1994-1 'J'J9: ECU I billion;
LEADER Community Initiative 1')94-1999: ECU 1.4 billion and UR13AN Community Initiative
1994 -1999: ECU 0.(, million;
Follow-up of the conclusions of the Florence European Council;
4th Framework Programme R&TD 1994-1')99: various projects accessible to SMEs within [12.31
billion allocation;
!SAC: ECU 44 million;
Growth and Environment Pilot Project: ECU 14 million in 1996 (+ 5 MECU in 1997);
THERMIE II: ECU 500 million; SAVE II: ECU 45 million;
ADAPT Community lnitiatin: 1995-I'J')'); ECU 2.9 billion (of which 1.4 billion ECU from the
Stmctural Funds); LEONARDO I ')95-1999: ECU 620 million; Training and Mobility of
Researchers Programme (I 995-1 ')9R): ECU 744 million;
ADAPT-BIS reinforcement of the ADAPT Initiative 1997-1999: ECU 162 million;
EMPLOYMENT NOW: ECU 100 million; European Social Fund (local employment initiative for
women) and European Regional Development Fund.

PRIORITY MEASURES

I.

SIMPLIFY AND IMPROVE THE ADMINISTHATIVE AND REGULATOUV
BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT

European enterprises fitce an increasingly complex legal, fiscal and administrative
environment. While the cost of non-regulation has never been measured, the total annual
cost of administrative burdens on all enterprises in Europe has been estimated at between
180 and 230 billion ECU 11i. Although part of this burden is unavoidable, what matters
most is the relatively much higher impact on SMEs than on large companies (sec
following box). SMEs do not have the resources to cope with this burden and often
cannot afford outside help.
Administrative burdens on SM Es

According to a German study 17 , the average time spent by businesses on
administrative work amounts to over 700 hours a year. A business with up to 9
employees devotes 62 hours per employee to administrative formalities. For a larger
company, however, this figure is much lower at 5 1/2 hours. The same study stated
that the relative cost of administrative burdens per employee is up to more than 20
times higher in smaller enterprises than in larger ones. Administrative complexity is
particularly important in the areas of labour, environmental and lax legislation.
Such compliance costs discourage new business creation and recruitment. Reducing the
structural bias against SME creation and development resulting from excesstvc
bureaucracy is theref()re of primary importance particularly at national level. 1x
Early consultations of SME organisations arc a prerequisite for a successful policy in this
context. Member States and the Commission should improve consultation of SME
organisations when preparing policies of relevance to them, and should encourage their
full involvement. The participation and representation of SME organisations in
Community structures needs further consideration.
The issue of representation of SMEs in the autonomous social dialogue at European level
is a sensitive and controversial matter. The Commission expressed its position on this
matter in its 1993 Communication on the application of the Social Protocol. The
Commission will review the !ilB!~ of nlay on this issue in its forthcoming Communication
on the Social Dialogue to be adopted in the second half of 1996.

Hi
17

I8

European Observatory for SMEs, Third Annual Report, 19'J5.
1995 study by the lnslilul fiir Mittelstanclsforschun3. Similar figures arc contained in the 1996
Report submitted by the Committee on Enterprise Creation established by the Danish Ministry of
Economic Affairs.
Commission SME Report for the Madrid European Council, CSE('J5) 20X7, p.l 0 and Single Report
from the Council and the Commission on Employment, ST(95) 1000, Part B, Annex 2, p.l5.
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A. CONCERTEO ACTIONS

An important step in this direction has been taken in the framework of the IC)<J4 Integrated
Programme by creating the Committee on Improving and Simplifying the Business
Environment. This Committee is the expression of the joint commitment of Member
States and the Community to a policy of administrative and regulatory simplification. It
constitutes the framework for an exchange of best practice in this field. In order to ensure
a practical follow up, the results of the Committee's work will be set out in a report to the
Council and where appropriate in recommendations to the Member States.
The first indications from the workings of this Committee have shown that some Member
States have developed a bold strategy for administrative simplification. The experience
gained from the relevant work programmes should lead other Member States to adopt
similar programmes as suggested by the Molitor Report 19 , with specific dates and targets
in terms of reductions of costs for SMEs. The Committee will also develop common
criteria for bench marking in the area of administrative simplification. 2o A beginning will
be made during the discussions of the working groups which have been created by the
Committee in the wake of the Paris Fomm of June 1995 and which will examine inter alia
simplified start-up procedures for new SMEs as well as the automatic granting of licences
or authorisations 1:1iling reaction from the administrative authorities in a given time period
following receipt of an application.
The work programme of the Committee will continue to build on the approach based on
the life-cycle of enterprises (creation, development and transfer of businesses) and in
addition focus on the priority areas identified in the Madrid SME Policy Paper, in
particular the simplification of environmental and tax legislation.
As regards the simplification of labour legislation 21 and the introduction of more flexible
working time, the joint report of the Council and the Commission on employment 22 has
led the Madrid European Council to confirm these priorities for a joint action. This is
another important area in which the exchange of best practice can lead to co-ordinated
action between Member States.

19' Report of the Group of Independent Experts on Legislative and Administrative Simplification,
COM(95) 2RS final of 21.06.1995, p.X3.
20 The benchmarking appro:1eh will be followed also in Concerted Actions concerning support
measures.
21 For instance, measures to adapt provisions on recruitment, maintenance, lay-off of workers and
maternity leave to be more flexible and operational. In addition. measures could be introduced to
adopt more consistent thresholds for SMEs in order to compensate for the cost disadvantage of
SMEs vis-a-vis large competitors.
22 Single Report from the Council and the Commission on Employment, Sl(95) 1000 of 16.12.95, p:1rt
B, Annex 2, p.l G.
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R.

COMMUNITY CONTIHRUTIONS

A number of measmes concerning simplilication of Community legislation have been
taken already such as the implementation of the business impact assessment system and
the follow-up given by the Commission to the recommendations of the Molitor group. 23
New measures will include the implementation of the recently adopted guidelines for
regulatory policy which will improve the quality of Community legislation and lead to
better consultation of interested parties, including SME organisations. An improved, more
pragmatic method for the implementation of cost/benefit evaluation is foreseen among the
measures to be taken in the framework of the Third Multiannual Programme for SMEs.
In the specific area of Internal Market legislation the Commission has recently
strengthened its ongoing efforts of legislative simplification by launching a Pilot Project to
assess how best to reduce the burden on business of Single Market rules in particular
sectors. The exercise will provide a test bed for more wide ranging actions. The work will
be carried out by small teams each devoted to the examination of a particular area. These
"SLIM" teams will bring together the Commission, representatives from Member States
and those concerned by legislation such as business, including SMEs. They will also try to
identify any aspects of national legislation afTccting the Single Market that might result in
unnecessary burdens. The Florence European Council calls on the Commission to submit
to the Council before the end of 1996 the initial results of its initiative on practical
simplification measures.
In the field of social legislation, the Social Policy Action Programme24 includes proposals
for revising, clarifying and consolidating Community Directives, in particular in the areas
of transfers of undertakings 25 and collective dismissals 26 , and the codification and
simplification of the Community Regulations coordinating social security schemes27 .
SMEs should remain involved in this process.
As regards the Community's environmental legislation the Commission will continue to
propose means to ensure that companies arc able to integrate environmental
considerations in their policies in a more flexible and simple way. This involves the
simplification of existing legislation, including repealing outdated legislation and, where
appropriate, the adapting of this legislation to make it more receptive to market-based
instmments, including negotiated or voluntary agreements. This approach would then
support traditional regulatory action, thereby reducing the need for further command and
control type regulations.

23
24
25
26
27

Commission Comments on the Report or the Group or Independent Experts on Legislative and
Administrative Simpli!ication, COM(95) 5% !inal.
COM(95) ll4 final or 12.04.19!)5.
Council Directive 77/187/EEC or 14.02.1077 on transfers of undertakings, OJ L Cd of 5.l.I!J77.
Council Directives 75/129/EEC and 92/5(,/EEC on collective redundancies, OJ L 245 of 26.8.1992.
Council Regulations 1408/71/EEC and 574172/EEC, OJ L 335 of 30.12.1995.
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Of primary import ann· also will IH• I Ill' proposal fm a sirnpll' ( 'ntlllllllll VAT syslt'lll for
the Singk~ Mar kt•l whid1 lht~ Co111111issiun inll'llds to sulHnil as rt'qllt'slt~d by the ( 'ou11cil 2 x
111 this context the Co111111ission is proposing a working programrnc for a Comrnon VAT

system. 29 After consultation with Member States proposals will be made aiming primarily
at the following objectives :
•

Ensure equal treatment of domestic and intracommunity trade in goods and services,
in order to allow SMEs to operate from their place of establishment throughout the
Community without facing additional administrative burdens;

•

Reduce uncertainty and complexity in the application of VAT, by providing
businesses with a Common VAT system which is uniformly applicable and which
meets the requirements of a true Single Market;

•

Reduce the uncertainty caused by different interpretation of the rules, by considering
a new role for the VAT Committee. As is already the case in the field of customs and
excise duties, the Council could confer upon this Committee the task of assisting the
Commission in adopting implementing measures.

28
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Conclusions of the Council of 24.10.1994.
A Common VAT system for the Single Market, COM(%) 12R.
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jn.

IMPROVE TilE FINANCIAL AND FISCAL ENVIRONMENT FOR SMEs

Compared to larger firms, SMEs arc much more dependent on internal sources of funds
(i.e. owners' own capital and retained profits) than external sources of finance. They ofien
have problems accessing bank loans at reasonable rates, or raising equity on the markets,
and frequently rely on informal sources (family, friends) for external funding. The Madrid
SME Policy Paper identified a number of failures in the financial and fiscal environment of
SMEs which hamper their development.
Key problems in SM Es' financial mal fiscal environment

•

Under-capitalisation ofEuropean SMEs

•

Difficulties in obtaining loans

•

Absence of a European capital market for SMEs

•

Problems oflate payment

•

Preparation for the introduction of the Euro

A.

CONCERTF.O ACTIONS

While the issue of a better access to finance and capital markets for SMEs has been
addressed in part~ 0 this topic warrants more specific attention. Therefore the Commission
will organise a special forum for the cxch:mge of best practice in this field.
As regards the reduction of non-wage labour costs resulting from national regulations, the
Commission has pointed out that relatively high taxes and social security contributions on
labour hit SMEs hardest. The need to shift taxes away from labour was again emphasised
in the Commission's recent Discussion Paper on "Taxation in the European Union" .31 . In
this context the Florence European Council requested the Council to submit a report on
the development of tax systems within the Union, taking account of the need to create a
tax environment that stimulates enterprise and the creation ofjohs. 12
ll.

COI\11\1lJNITY CONTHIIHJTIONS

The Third Multiannual SME Programme includes a number of initiatives to improve the
financial environment of SMEs (e.g. late payment, Round Table of Bankers and SMEs,
mutual guarantee schemes, factoring and credit insurance, pilot scheme f~r New
Technology Based Firms, capital markets for f.1stgrowing SMEs). These measures
complement those taken under other Community policies to improve the financial
environment of SMEs.

30
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In the framework of the I')')4 Integrated Programme, a Concerted Action (no 2) has been organised
to exchange best practice in the field of business support measures including financial instruments
for business start-ups.
SEC(%)4R7of20.03.1<J%
Conclusions of the Florence European Council, Sl (9G) 500 of 22.6.1 <J%, p.3.

L Brtter tm··~c-tin:J; of Stmrtnral
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6
towards SMF: dcvrlopmcnt

The Commission's European Confidence Pact for Employment" highlights the need for a
better orientation of Community financial instruments (including European Investment
Bani: (EIB), European Investment Fund (ElF) and budgetary support instruments)
towards SME development.
In this context the Commission has proposed a European Loan Insurance Scheme for
Employment (ELJSE). 34 Under this scheme the Community will bear the cost of premiums
for guarantees extended by the ElF. Particular priority will be given to small enterprises
(fewer than 50 employees). This Programme builds on the experience gained through the
"Growth and Environment" pilot project.
The SME Report for the Madrid European Council highlighted the need to increase the
supply of equity capital for SMEs through the ElF. Following the favourable decision by
the ElF's General Meeting on 18 June 1996, sufficient amounts will be invested by the ElF
in order to provide a leverage to the capital of financial intermediaries such as venture
capital funds. This will have a beneficial efTect on the access of SMEs to venture capital.
In the area of the Community structural funds the Commission recently proposed
guidclines35 in the perspective of the negotiations of the second programming period
1997-1999 for the declining industrial areas (Objective 2 areas) where the first priority is
recognised as competitiveness and the development of SMEs. In addition, the Florence
European Council subscribed to the Commission's recommendation to focus structural
policies more on job creation, in particular by concentrating available margins of the
structural funds for the support of SMEs in partnership with the EIB. 36
More generally, SMEs arc still not benefiting sufficiently from many Community actions
and programmes compared to their share of economic activity and their employment
growth potential. 37 The Commission will therefore identify ways to enable SMEs to fully·
participate in all Community programmes. Concrete action under the SME Multiannual
Programme will include a Recommendation to Member States on ways to increase the
share of SMEs in Community policies and programmes.:~~<
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CSE(96) 1 final of 5.6.1 996.
Proposal for a Council Decision on the provision of loan gunrantees for investments cnrried out by
SMEs creating employment, OJ N° C 146, 21.5.1996, p.G.
Note for guidnncc concerning operntions in the declining industrinl mens (objective 2) for the second
programming period 1997-1999, C(9G) 952, April 1996.
Conclusions of the Florence Europcnn Council, SI (96) 500 of 22.6.1996, p.4.
For instance, in the arcn of the Stmctural Funds (Sec Annual Report of the Court of Auditors (1994),
OJ N° C 303 of 14.11.1995, p.140). R&TD and international co-operation programmes.
Third Multinnnual SME Programme, Section II. A. I of the Explanatory Memorandum.
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Improve the lisral t•nvironnll'nt of SM Es

- lirr fl'l'ctflll<'lll c!/11'01/SIIilflollctl o;wro/!OIIS o/

SA//-,\

The recent Commission Discussion P:1per on "Taxation in the Luropc~111 ! lnion" 1''
highlighted the co111plaints of businesses involved in transrnlional tr:>(l.:. Tlv~ li~t or
prohkrns is long and includes the treatment of permanent c~:tabli~:lunent': of ::r, 1F~: i:1 Pth:;
Mc1nbcr States compared to domcst ic companies, eros~. bord:::· int r_·rc~:t ;; nd ro::.;!! :,·
payments and losses ofpernwnent establishments and subsidiaries in other Mclllbcr St:::•:·::
As a follow-up to this Discussion Paper the Commission will pres::nt ;: cnmmtmic:,tion clii
direct taxation which will focus on the need~; and ch:Jllcnges of a properly functioninj:
single rnarkd. The Commission identified relevant areas in which the Single Market doc~·
not appear to be working effectively as cross-border interest payments, taxation of
permanent establislllnents·1' 1 and the atkquacy of bilateral tax conventions for a ltllly
developed Single Market. ·11

-Adjust thefi.w.:a/ em•imnmcntto SM/~~,, need,·
The Single Report from the Council and the Commission on Employment emphasised the
need to adjust the fiscal environment of SMEs'12 . In this context the Commission will in
particular ensure a further response to the Communication of 25 May 1994 on the
improvement of the tax environment of SMEs.-13 This Communication covered four
priority areas: self-financing, fiscal treatment of venture capital, administrative complcxit y
and transfer of businesses. On the issue of self-financing, the Commission has adopted a
Recommendation to the Member States:H A Recommendation has also been addressed to
Member States in the area oftransfer ofbusinesses. 45
An important issue is the under-c:-tpitalisation or EuropL~an enterprises in comparison with
their counterparts elsewhere. This is partly because national tax systems in the European
Union discriminate in favour of debt linancing and against equity financiniJ. SMEs arc
particularly afTccted, since they have fewer financing options than large cnterpri~;es. In line
with the Madrid SME Policy Paper, the Commission will identify best practices, where
appropriate by recommendation, with a view to ensure more even handed tax treatment of
equity and debt financing.

39
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41
42
43
44
45

SEC(%) 4S7 of 20.03.19%.
This is~ue was dealt with in the Commission Communication or 25.5.t<J<.q on the improvement of
th~ tax environment of SMEs (COM('J-1) :wr. linal or 25.5.1'19-t). This would imply to ta:; the
foreign acti\'ities of SMEs. under certain conditione, only in the Member State of re~idem:e of the
enterprise. The result would be a m:1jor simplification for the enterprises concerned as they \\Onld
only ha\'e to deal with one tax system" hich would lead to less compliance cnsts.
SEC(%) .tS7 of20.0J.l'J%
Sl(95) l!lOO of l (J.! 2.1995, part B. Annex 2, p.15.
COM(94) 206 linal of 25.5.1994.
OJWLI77of9.7.1991,p.l.
Commission necommendation on the transfer of small and mcdium-si/ed enterprises, COM
(94)JJ 12 of07.l2.9-l
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3. Prep:tration of SMF:s to the introduction of the Eut·o

Economic and Monetary Union will have positive effects on business, both from the
macroeconomic and microeconomic point of view. Transition to a single currency will
require careful prl:paration. Thus, special attention should be paid to the most vulnerable
groups of users, among them SMEs and especially SMEs in the commerce sector. The
Commission has already widely consulted interested parties, including SMEs, and intends
to continue to consult them.
Those who defend the interests of SMEs such as the professional organisations
representing SMEs, commerce, tourism, accountants, banks and chambers of commerce,
at European and national level, must take up their cause and guarantee them the support
they need. Among the aforementioned groups, the Commission, given its privileged
position, has a special role to play. The Commission will, on the one hand, make sure
SMEs arc given full consideration throughout the process of developing Euro related
regulations, and on the other include an SME focus in its information and communication
strategy on the Euro. This latter means, encouraging SME groups to launch information
campaigns and, providing them with the necessary support through the Euro-Info-Centre
Network (EICs). The latter will have a key role to play, particularly as regards identifying
problems SMEs will have to confront and in disseminating proposed solutions. The
Commission has recently launched an information programme called "Euro: one currency
for Europe". In this programme special attention will be given to providing information to
SMEs concerning the implications ofthe single currency on them.

9
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HELP SMES TO EUROPEANISE AND TNTERNATIONALISE
THEIR STRATEGIES, IN PARTICULAR TIIROUGII BETTER
INFORMATION AND COOPERATION SERVICES

Despite clear evidence that the Internal Market legislative programme has already begun
to reap benefits for business, SMEs in particular are still having difficulties in gaining
access to parts of the market. Similar and arguably greater barriers exist in accessing third
markets. The major problems include:
Barriers to Europcanisation and internntionnlisation of SMEs

•

distortions of competition;

•

delays in national transposition and diflcrences in compliance and enforcement;

•

difficulties in accessing standards and certification;

•

barriers to participation in public procurement;

•

lack of comprehensive market intelligence;

• difficulties in identifying suitable partners.

A.

CONCERTED ACTIONS

Delays in national transposition and differences in compliance, interpretation and
enforcement cancels out the harmonisation effect of Community-wide legislation, thereby
creating barriers for the- Europeanisation of SMEs. The Florence European Council
emphasised once again the essential contribution made by the internal market to
promoting growth and employment. It called on Member States to speed up the full
implementation ofthe Directives'concerning the internal market, in particular in the public
procurement, investment services and insurance fields. 46
In line with a Council Resolution of 10 October 1994 on support measures for SMEs47,
the Commission recently issued a progress report on the enforcement of the internal
market legislation recommending the setting up of contact points in national
administrations to help enterprises, in particular SMEs, to deal with possible intraCommunity trade barriers. Such contact points for enterprises, which already exist in
some Member States, should be linked to the inter-administration network, to which
SMEs do not have direct access. In this way solutions to their problems could be found
more rapidly. This will complement the Commission's efforts to step up actions to ensure
an efficient treatment of complaints against intra-Community trade barriers.
The move towards Economic and Monetary Union will also favour the Europeanisation
and internationalisation of SMEs, in particular by reducing costs in trading internationally.
Compared to large enterprises these costs are higher for SMEs.

46
47

Conclusions of the Florence European Council, SI (96) 500 of 22.6.1996, p.2.
Council Resolution of 10.10.1994 on giving full scope to the dynamism and innovntory potentinl of
SMEs, including the craft sector and micro-enterprises, in a competitive economy, OJ n° C 294 of
22.10.94, p.6.
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R. COMMUNITY CONTRIIUJTIONS
I. Europennisatiun of Sl\1 Es: t•xpluitinl! the full pott•neial of tlu• Singh' Mal"l•l'l

a. ]m[Jrove information and cooperation services [or SME.,· .

European SMEs often lack access to essential information on markets in other Member
States and on Community SME programmes. They also have difficulties in identifying
suitable partners. The Third Multiannual Programme for SMEs therefore proposes new
measures in the field of information services (e.g. the strengthening of the role of EuroInfo-Centers as ''first-stop-shops" and the networking of providers of global or regional
market intelligence). In addition, the new Multiannual Programme will give further
impetus to Community instruments which facilitate business cooperation and partnerships
between SMEs and large enterprises and also between small enterprises themselves.
b. Strengthen competition and reduce distortion\· [rom State Aid

The Madrid SME Policy Paper and the Single Report from the Council and the
Commission on Employment 4 x emphasised that the completion of the Single Market must
be supported by a vigorous competition policy in order to eliminate excessive rigidities in
the product and services markets (for example, in the telecommunications and energy
markets). In particular, a number of structural constraints must be removed in order to let
the potential for enterprise and employment creation, in particular in the service sector, be
exploited to the full. The Commission will therefore pursue its efforts to:
•

Promote competition in those fields where there arc still monopolistic practices, for
instance in the energy markets 49

•

Encourage the reduction of the level of State aid, taking accourit of regional
differences and other Community objectives, by subjecting it to tighter control (as
recommended by the Council). so

•

Examine the need for clarifying the Community competition rules applicable to cooperation between SMEs, for example, co-operation in networks for joint purchases
and sales. 51 In addition, the Commission's forthcoming Green Paper on Vertical
Restrictions will in particular deal with relations between producers, wholesalers and
retailers. During the last twenty years, growing concentration among commercial
enterprises and the development of new forms of co-operation has made it vital to
ensure that the conditions for fair competition between economic actors exist, whilst
guaranteeing the same market opportunities.

48
49

SI(95) 1000, part £3, anne." 2. p.l5.
Sec the political agreement reached within the Council on 20 June I')')(, concerning a common
position on the libcralisation or the electricity market.
Council Conclusions or G-7 November I 995 on competition policy and industrial competitiveness.
Council Resolution of 10 October 1994, OJ N° C 294 or22. 10.9-1, p.G.
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c. Facilitate access to cross border puhlic procurement

Public procurement markets represent approximately 15 % of combined GDP in the
European Union. However, the share of SMEs in these markets is not proportionate to their
importance in the economy. In order to facilitate access by SMEs to transnational public
procurement markets the Commission will adopt a report to the Council on measures to
assist SME participation in public procurement. This report will list a number of actions in
this field including the following measures:
•

the review of the effectiveness of existing services which provide facilities not readily
available to SMEs because of their size, but which arc an essential ingredient of success
in public procurement markets;

•

action to ensure that the European Economic Interest Grouping (EEIG) can participate
on an equal footing when bidding for public contracts, so that they may be better utilised
as a vehicle whereby SMEs may combine resources. The Commission will produce a
Commission Communication on this issue by the end of 1996;

•

examine methods of improving the prospects of smaller subcontractors;

•

the promotion of open and simpler procurement practices among contracting entities;

•

enlarging and improving information on sub-threshold contracts, contracting authorities,
national rules and European standards and technical requirements readily accessible in an
easily comprehensible format;

•

speeding up the introduction of information technology, such as SIMAP, in order to
provide SMEs and networks serving them, especially in frontier areas, with more
detailed information, for example, on products and smaller contracts.

ll ,\'tandards and certification

The Europeanisation and intcrnationalisation of SMEs is still hampered by pers1stmg
technical barriers to trade. Within the EEA these barriers result from the lack of
acceptance of the mutual recognition principle, the slow pace of the European
standardisation process and the lack of SME involvement. Additional costs appear for
SMEs when European standards arc adopted and outdated national standards have to be
withdrawn. Though voluntary in principle, these European standards have to be applied by
all SMEs, irrespective whether they produce for the national or European market, if they
want to stay in the market.
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With a view to alleviate these problems the Commission will take the following measures:

•

increase its cfl'ort to encourage the participation of SME-intermediaries in the
European technical standard setting process;

a

inform SMEs of their rights in the case of denial of the benefit of the principle of
mutual recognition of national standards by public or private purchasers and
encourage them to lodge complaints;

II

strengthen actions to better inform SMEs of the opportunities resulting from
European standardisation and certification;

• encourage the European standardisation Committees to give priority to performance
standards instead of product standards.
e. Facilitate tran.mationa/ in1•estment hp SJ\fEs wir!tin t!te EU

Less than 3% of Community enterprises (about 460.000) engage in transnational
activities. In view of the employment and growth potential of SMEs a considerably higher
number of European enterprises should be encouraged to participate in transnational
trade. One of the major f.1ctors which discourages SMEs to make transnational
investments relates to the financing of such operations.
Currently, the banking system is not suniciently meeting requirements and, with the
exception of the specific provisions on transnational investment contained in the ELISE
scheme, no financial instrument exists for supporting SMEs willing to make transnational
investments or considering joint venture agreements with businesses from other Member
States. The experience with financial instruments for stimulating co-operation between
Community SMEs and enterprises from third countries (e.g. JOP and EClP) suggests that
similar initiatives within the Community would yield significant results, in particular in
view of the need to stimulate investments with growth and employment potential. The
transnational nature of these instruments justify a Community initiative in this field.
Therefore the Commission will consider the possibility of launching of a pilot project for a
Community financial instrument with a view to encouraging cross-border investment and
joint ventures within the Union. Such an instrument would be designed to support,
through a network of banks and venture capital funds, the efTorts of SMEs who arc
creating or developing an activity in another Member State.
The pilot project would cover all the necessary steps involved in a cross-border
investment, such as a company's general activity with respect to accessing new markets
(supply of specific information, selection of partners, identification of new market
opportunities), preparation of operations abroad (market studies, legal assistance),
financing of the investment through long term capital resources, and finally, technical
assistance (transfer of know how).
With a view to maximising the potential of such an instrument, its operation should have
two main features: on the one hand, sharing of the risk by the Community, the SMEs and
the financial intermediaries, and on the other hand, an ad-hoc reimbursement mechanism
based mainly on the success ofthe projects.
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2. lntcmntionnlisation of SMEs: arrrss to third country m:u·kt•ts

a. Reduce trade harriers to tltird countries

Helping European Sl\1Es intcrnationalisc is equivalent to boosting their competitiveness.
Following the Umguay Round Agreements, renewed emphasis should be placed on
pursuing market access strategies vis-a-vis third countries. A more open world market
offers the best possibilities for European firms and particularly SMEs to compete
internationally. In this general context, the Trade Barriers Regulation is a crucial tool to
ensure that the obligations assumed under international trade rules, be they multilateral or
bilateral, arc adhered to. Under the Trade Barriers Regulation an obstacle to trade can be
tackled both through resort to international dispute settlement and/or through a negotiated
settlement with a third country. European business, and especially SMEs should,
therefore, be encouraged to take greater advantage of the Trade Barriers Regulation
which allows the European Union to tackle individual barriers in cases in which companies
feel most aggrieved by them. Resort to the Trade Barriers Regulation is particularly
relevant for SMEs, since available evidence suggest that trade barriers although affecting
both large enterprises and SMEs, create pat1icular difficulties for the latter.
b. /ni[Jrove multilateral rules 011 Foreign /)ircct 111vcstment

An increasing role of SMEs in international investment activities will be of particular
importance for the Union. Europe should he able to profit fully from the world-wide trend
of liberalising Foreign Direct Investment (FDI). European firms, including SMEs, have
experience of investing away from home as a result of intra-Community trade where few
restrictions on FDI remain. European firms arc in a good starting position when it comes
to making usc of investment opportunities. To build on this position European companies
would greatly profit from an effective world-wide regulatory framework for FDI in which
the right to invest and f:1ir treatment by the host country arc firmly established. This docs
not exist at present.
In this general context there is a need for transparent, coherent and liberal multilateral
mlcs on Foreign Direct Investment. The work currently done within the OECD in the
direction of elaborating a multilateral investment agreement, and which may be continued
in the WTO, is a valu<lble contribution to strengthening the multilateral system and
assisting European SMEs.
c. Facilitate international co-o[Jcratioll with enter[Jrises i11 third countries

With a view to developing a more coherent policy and access to a more coherent service
for companies in the area of business co-operation, the existing Enterprise Policy
networks and partnerships programmes (EICs, BC-Net and BRE, EUROPARTENARIAT
and INTERPRISE) will be improved, including in particular the search for synergies with
other Community policies. A limited number of pilot activities will be conducted aimed at
improving the awareness of European SMEs about strategic advances of SMEs in third
countries as well as at strengthening the access of European SMEs to third countries. 52

52

Third Multiannual SME Progmmmc, COM(%) 9R

lin:~ I of 20.03.1996,

Section II.C.
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The internationalisation programmes will be continued to ensure a presence in all CEEC
countries, the Mediterranean, Latin America, Asia and in South Africa. The appropriate
location of the national contact points of the co-operation networks will be decided as a
function of mutual needs.
Direct contacts between entrepreneurs will be strengthened through Partcnariat and
Interprise methodologies in priority areas, with the financial support of External Relations
Programmes aimed at promoting the development of enterprises in third countries.
In addition, special attention will be attached to SMEs in the framework of the strategy of
pre-accession with candidate Central and East European Countries (CEECs), as well as
Malta and Cyprus.
Finally and within the framework of the Joint EU-US Action Plan, several of the
objectives mentioned therein arc of particular significance for SMEs. Joint initiatives and
suggested measures with regard to market access, standards and certifications,
information technologies and telecommunications as well as other regulatory areas are
expected to have a positive impnct on European SMEs. These initiatives could include
focused partnership actions with the United States, in particular for co-operation aiming at
strategic sectors and connected to subcontracting.
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IV. ENHANCE SME COMPETITIVENESS AND IMPROVE THEIR ACCESS
TO RESEARCH, INNOVATION, INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES
AND TRAINING

The Madrid SME Policy Paper identified a number of clements which hamper the
competitiveness of European SMEs.

•

Barriers to competitiveness of European SMEs
The business environment in Europe (in particular, the lack of sufficient risk
capital, the existence of significant regulatory barriers and a lower propensity to
take risks) arc not as conducive to the development of New-Technology-Based
Firms (NTBF) as in the US.

•

Technology-intensive SMEs need much better access to Community-funded
R&TD programmes. They also need to network better with each other and with
large companies in order to tap complementary resources.

•

The vast majority of SMEs, who arc not technology-intensive, need to make usc
of readily available research results in order to remain competitive, but lack the
expertise and resources to do so. The development of the Information Society
and the take-up of these new opportunities by SMEs must become a key factor
in addressing this problem.

•

Labour market rigidities (Sec Section I above)

•

Insufficient focus on training in SMEs

A.

CONCF:RTF:O ACTIONS

There is a need for exchanging best practice in the field of innovation~\ in particular in the
field of encouraging the creation of new enterprises by researchers and engineers working
in research centres or universities. Incentives through social security systems arc among
the measures to be cxamincd. 54 In co-ordination with the Innovation Policy Fora
organised under the Innovation Programme, a working party will be set up in the
framework ofthc Concerted Action on support measures for enterprises.
Of particular importance is the access of SMEs to the information society. The forum on
the information society constitutes a framework for an exchange of best practices with a
possible feed-back from the G7 pilot projects which arc of particular relevance to SMEs.
In this context Electronic Commerce is of strategic importance given the world-wide
opportunities it offers to SMEs and the rapid growth of this type of commercial activity
(20% in live years time). Key issues arc, in pariicular, user-friendly, cheap, secure and
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Commission Green Paper on Innovation, COM(95) GSS final of 20.12.95.
Another idea suggested in a 1996 Report submitted by the Committee on Enterprise Creation
established by the Danish Ministry of Economic Affairs is the putting· into place of special fellowships for PhD students who want to carry out their research work through the setting up of an
enterprise (p.23l of the Report). The same Committee also suggests to create a core of "innovation
scouts" tracking research results with a potential of being transformed into markel<lble products and
services (p.22G of the Report).
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multilingual information services (content industries) and ED! facilities; the involvement
of intermediaries for disseminating best practices and providing training and advice; legal
and financial issues.
The importance of adapting training programmes to the needs of SMEs and to introduce
incentives for SMEs to invest in training has been underlined in the joint Council and
Commission report on employment and will be part of the follow-up procedure
concerning the five priorities defined at the Essen European Council. SME organisations
will be involved in this process.

ll.

COMMUNlTY CONTRlnUTrONS

A number of Community measures have already been taken to enhance SME's
competitiveness, in particular by improving their access to research, innovation,
information technologies and training. Among these measures the Euro-Info-Centre
network (EICs), the European Business and Innovation Centres (EBICs), the European
Regional Development Fund (ERDF), the European Social Fund (ESF), the EAGGFGuidance section, the LEONARDO programme and the Fourth Framework Programme
on R&TD have to be mentioned in the first place. New measures will in particular include
a Commission Recommendation addressed to Member States on ways to increase the
share of SMEs in Community policies and programmes. 5 5
1. Industrial comprtitivrnl'SS

In March 1995 a Commission Communication to the Council and European Parliament
proposed an Action Programme and time table to implement measures under an industrial
competitiveness policy for the European Union. This was accompanied by a Proposal for
a Council Decision. 56
The Action Programme takes account of the subsidiarity principle and includes measures
by the Commission to be carried out in close coordination or collaboration with Member
States and/or business organisations. These measures concern:
•

the need to modernise the role of public authorities and to continue work in respect
of streamlining and making procedures more transparent;

•

to promote intangible investment (vocational training, organisation of work, new
technologies, and quality.);

•

to develop industrial cooperation;

•

to ensure f11ir competition both in internal and external markets.

The Commission has sent recently a communication to the Council and to the European
Parliament on "An Industrial Competitiveness Policy for the European Chemical I nclustry:
a Model", which seeks to identify the industry's main challenges and needs, and to define a
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Sec the Commission Proposal for a Council Decision on a Third Multiannual SME Programme,
Section II. A.! of the Explanatory Memorandum.
COM(95) 87 final of 30 March 1995.
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set of activities to enhance its competitiveness. Within the actions to be developed by the
Commission, industry and/or the Member States, and which stem from the f(nlr priority
areas of the overall Industrial Competitiveness Communication, arc measures to improve
and simplify the legislative fl·amework. These actions will concentrate on the
consolidation, the updating and/or the simplification of the regulatory framework for
chemical substances and preparations. This will include the codification of the Directives
on fertilisers, on limitations for placing on the market, and on detergents; the reshaping of
the Directive on preparations; and the simplification of procedures for the notification of
new chemicals, especially for SMEs.
2. Innovation aiul R&TD

In addition to specific pilot actions based on the Third Multiannual SME Programme and
without amending the master plan provided by the Fourth R&TD framework programme,
the following actions will be developed to help SMEs innovate, in particular by facilitating
their access to Community R&TD Programmes and encouraging market oriented
transnational technological development.
A better access of SMEs to Community R&TD Programmes requires better information
and promotion of these programmes. To achieve this objective the Commission will
ensure a better targeting of the promotion of Community R&TD programmes towards
specific groups of SMEs. TLis will involve organising strategic teclmo!OKY audits for
SMEs, decentralised but co-ordinated at Community level, in order to encourage SMEs to
make research proposals. The expertise gathered by the EUROMANAGEMENT pilot
projects under the Multiannual SME programme will be exploited on a permanent basis by
the CRAFT and Innovation Relay Centres networks of the Community R&TD policy.
These pilots could also serve as a model for the Member States, whereby it will be
possible to work towards better co-ordination of national and Community work in the
field of information and advisory services, while at the same time asking the Member
States to add " a transnational dimension" to the measures they adopt at national or
regional level to assist SMEs. In addition to encouraging these technology audits, the
Commission will consolidate the existing means available for seeking R&TD partners by
co-ordinatin~ the activities of the mrious netll'orks (INNOVATION, CRAFT, BC-NET
and EICs as first-stop-shops) and the usc of on-line tools such as CORDIS or ARCADE.
For ensuring a better access of SMEs to Community R&TD Programmes it is also
necessary to further improve the selection and manaKement procedures of Community
R&TD programmes. Key measures will relate to the transparency of the selection
process, 57 ensuring that SME experts arc properly represented on the evaluation
committees, 5 8 informing systematically the coordinators of the projects submitted on the
results of evaluations, 59 reducing the impact of long delays in decisions, reducing late
payment problems, r,o ensuring a proper targeting of SM Es, r, 1 and promoting the
involvement of SMEs as subcontractors in the research/industry task forces. 62

57

5R
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For instance, since the beginning of the Fourth Framework Programme the information packages
indicate how the "innovative character" is defined ami give the evaluation criteria used to categorise
proposals.
in particular those from technology centres working with SMEs.
to allow unsuccessful SMEs to understand how to improve proposals in the future.
in particular by introducing a speciric reference in the standard research contract on the maximum
paymCIII terms for subcontractors of Conununity funded R&TD projects in order to avoid lengthy
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Special consideration will be given to the development of new instruments supporting
market oriented transnational technological clcvelopmcnl. This should address the fact that
the majority of European SMEs do not carry out long term research and tend to combine
existing technologies to develop new applications with a short to medium term
perspective. Progress has been made in facilitating access by SMEs to Community
research and development programmes through the Technology Stimulation Measures for
SMEs. However the R&TD proposals still need to remain pre-competitive,<·' while there
is a need for fostering short term development work by SMEs close to the stage of
marketable products or services. Accordingly, incentives should be given through the
Community Innovation Programme or through national or regional innovation agencies
aimed at supporting transnational projects of this kind including the non-national part of
the work. In view of the very competitive nature of this kind of project, grants might not
always appear to be the best way of financing.
In order to test the feasibility of a specific technological development initiative for a wider
population of SMEs which could later be introduced into the Community's Fifth R&TD
Framework Programme (Innovation), the Commission proposes to launch an experimental
pilot action into ways and means to provide alternative and novel forms of finance for this
kind ofR&TD cfTort. Given the very competitive nature of such research, the Commission
intends to test the feasibility of a support mechanism for initiatives jointly undertaken by
SMEs of different Member States, which would take the form of reimbursable advances,
or risk-sharing mechanisms with national agencies combining financial and technological
expertisc. 64 Actions in this area will be proposed under the Community's Fourth
framework programme for R&TD and will have to comply or be coherent with the
principles set out in Articles 92 to 94 of the Treaty and all relevant secondary legislation.
3. Access to the lnfonnation Society

An essential factor in competitiveness will be the continued usc of information technology
by SMEs. The Information Society programme of the Community therefore places great
emphasis on supporting SMEs in accessing and using these new applications. Within the
framework of the Information Society Action Plan the Commission will develop certain
actions:

61

62

63
(i.1

debys in the payment by project leaders. The Commission will also speed up its own payment
delays. ( Sec the Commission's 1995 Recommendation on late payment, OJ N° L 127 of 10.6.1995,
p. 19 and OJ W C 144, ICJ.(J.I995, p. 3).
This has been done since the beginning of the Fourth Framework Programme by ensuring the
consistent application of the criterion of independence in the statistical accounting of SMEs in the
Community R&TD programmes.
in p:~rticular during the "downstream" phases of the projects (creation of prototypes, field tests,
demonstration etc.), so that they can benefit from the transfer of knowledge and increase their
technical know-how.
i.e. to require further development work after the end of the project.
Green Paper on Innovation, COM(95) GSX final.
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Having regard to the difficulty of ident(f.i,ing the various needs l?( SM/~s and to avoid
developing assistance initiatives based on technologies rather than on needs, the
Commission proposes to launch a pilot action to ascertain the priorities of SMEs and on
the obstacles hampering the use by SMEs of information technologies. This pilot
programme will be developed in ·close co-ordination with Commission efforts to mobilise
the different groups of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) users. In
addition, the Commission will initiate studies to assess the technical, economic and social
issues for SMEs raised by the transition to the Information Society.
One of the possible benefits of information and communications technology lies in the
possible networking or c:lustering (?[ initiatil'es (!f SM/~\· independent of their physical
proximity. A pilot action should enable the Community to evaluate the economic benefits
which could be derived from distance-networking by SMEs (e.g. through exchange
agreements, common specifications for products and services and sharing of resources).
Enterprises with experience in information and communications technology (for instance,
in technology parks) could set the example. This pilot programme will be set up in close
co-ordination with complementary Commission actions in this field, in particular by
building upon the experience ofvarious on-going G-7 Information Society projects.
The Commission will also encourage the promotion of the results of successful pilot
actions and the dissemination. of hest practice in this field, in particular with the help of
business intermediaries (e.g. EICs, Chambers of Commerce, SME organisations,
Innovation Relay Centres) and through the organisation and follow-up of specific fora.
Closer co-ordination with relevant actions outside the European Union will also be
sought.
In addition to the implemcntntion of.its action programme on the Information Society, the
Commission will also ·encourage Member States, in the course of assessment of the
activities of the Structural Funds in 1997, to give priority in the different operational
programmes to helping SMEs to have a better access to the Information Society. In the
framework of the new Objective 2 ( 1997 -1999) Programme, a particular emphasis will be
put on practical Information Technology applications and services proven to be effective
for employment and business creation and development. Appropriate measures include
awareness and training actions for SMEs, diffusion of best practices, telematics-based cooperation networks between enterprises and improved information services. The
Commission has also decided that the reserve for the Community Initiative will reinforce
ADAPT6 S with 162 MECU through a ·complementary set of actions dealing with the
information society (ADAPT -BIS).
The Trans-European Networks for telecommunication will also provide specific support
for SMEs particularly by stimulating the development of cross-border generic services66

65 ADAPT is a trans-national Community Initiative specifically designed to help the labour force
respond to the changing needs of the labour market.
66 i.e. interactive multimedia services networks which include the acctss to dntabases, e-mail and file
transfer and video-conferencing.
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which arc easily accessible, atl()rdable and compatible. Transnational consortia of tclecom
operators and intermediaries (such as E!Cs and BC-NET) will contribute to the
development of the Information Society by olfering support and electronic services to
SMEs and to the encouragement of new ICmns of work such as teleworking.
4. Vocational, management and t·esearrh training fm· SMEs

The contribution of SMEs to employment and growth must be maximised by encouraging
them to invest in training 07. In this area European SME organisations highlighted that the
- share of SMEs (and their employees) in European vocational and management training
programmes tends to be relatively low.
The Commission's White Paper on Education and Training proposes a range of support
measures at European level, in particular with a view to bringing schools and businesses
closer together and in order to achieve equal treatment between capital investment and
investment in training.oX
The Commission will ensure that Community support in the area of vocational and
management training better targets SMEs and the craft sector, in particular start-ups, and
provides them with training adapted to their needs. Community support for SMEs is
currently provided through the European Social Fund (ESF), the ADAPT Community
Initiative, the LEONARDO Programme and the Training and Mobility of Researchers
Programmc0 9. The Third Multiannual SME Programme proposes complementary pilot
projects helping to identify novel approaches in this field.
There should be a major focus on training measures to support SMEs aimed at supporting
the pre-start-up phase of new SI\1Es, which requires c!OS'e counselling in this critical stage.
The development of women entrepreneurs needs special attention. This can be achieved
both within the existing measures in the programmes already adopted and through new
actions under the reinforced ADAPT (ADAPT-BIS) and Employment-NOW Initiatives.
The association of SMEs or SME organisations in the monitoring committees of these
programmes will help to take into account these priorities. Beside this, SMEs and SME
organisations will be encouraged to present projects within the calls for proposals under
the LEONARDO programme aimed at encouraging training during the start-up phase as
well as encouraging women entrepreneurship.
5. Adapting to cnvimnmcntal and energy saving •·cquit·emcnts

A review of the Fifth Environmental Action Programme points to the need for the
situation of SMEs to be specifically taken into account in relation to the measures that
ensure the integration of the environment into other policy areas, and in the process of
moving towards sustainable development. Studies have shown that SMEs arc less aware
of environmental regulations than large companies and have less access to information
about the availability and costs of environmental technologies and services. The
Commission will therefore encourage and support initiatives in the following respects:
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Single Report from the Council and the Commission on Employment, Sl(95) 1000 of lo.l2.95, part
B, Annex 2, p.I5.
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White Paper on Education and Training, COM(95) 590 final of 29.11.1995.
Council Decision of 15 December 199-l on a specific programme for R&TD, including
demonstration, in the field of training and mobility of researchers ( 199-l-1 99X).
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integration of avoidance, processing and waste management in production processes;

•

review the Environmental Management and Audit Schemes (EMAS) and the further
development of ceo-management systems for SM Es;

•

introduction of clean technologies taking into account the specilic problems of SMEs,
particularly in respect of financial and technical obstacles; 70

•

facilitate the development of ceo-businesses and the potential of job creation;

•

better information for SMEs on environmental issues and environmental awareness, as
well as for training and technical support. 71

The new THERMIE Programme ( 1995-1998) with a budget of 500 MECU covers
financial support for projects implementing innovative energy technologies and
complementary activities, including the dissemination of energy technologies on the
market and the technological stimulation of SMEs. SMEs will be specifically t:1cilitatcd
and encouraged to participate in this Programme with assistance to identify their needs,
including to find cooperation partners and in the training of staff in new energy
technologies. The THERMIE Programme will be complemented by a new SAVE 11
Programme (1996-2000) concerning the promotion of energy eniciency in the European
Union.72 The latter Programme includes financial support for non-technological pilot
projects aiming at stimulating energy efliciency in industry and commerce which will tn
particular benefit SMEs.
In addition, the Community "Growth and Environment" pilot project is geared towards
enterprises investing in environmental improvements and related activities such as energy
savings. Under this Programme, the ElF will provide loan guarantees at reduced rates to
SMEs which carry out eligible investments
6. Local drvrlopment and <'mployment

initiativt~s

A Commission communication for the Cannes European Council highlighted the

employment effect of local development ·and employment initiatives and emphasised the
need for complementary Community activities. SMEs have a central role in the
implementation of such initiatives. As a follow-up the Commission Communication of
October 1995 sets out the strategic guidelines as well as a methodology for the
implementation of Community activities. These arc focused on the specific needs of
SMEs.73
In addition, the Community lniatives LEADER and URBAN, which aim at encouraging
local development in mral and urban areas, contribute to maintaining or setting up SMEs
in those areas. SMEs, in particular commerce and the craft sector, arc often the main
beneficiaries of these Community initiatives.
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Commission Communication of 24.1.19% on the Action Plan following the Review of the Fifth
Action Programme.
Proposal for a Third Multiannual Programme for SMEs, COM(%) 9X of20.3.96.
COM(95) 225 final of:ll.05.1995.
OJ N° C 265 of 12.10.1995.
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V.

l'H.OMOTE
GHOlJ1'S

ENTREPRENEUI~SIIIP

AND SUPPORT SPECIAL TARGET

The Madrid SME Policy Paper called for a full recogmt1on of the importance of
encouraging entrepreneurship at all levels by policy makers throughout the Union. The
primary goal must be to recreate and stimulate a truly entrepreneurial culture, based on
values such as self-reliance, risk-taking and a sense of personal commitment. This requires
action to change attitudes, starting from the educational and training systems and covering
the relationship between the entrepreneur and public administrations, financial institutions
and large businesses. In addition, actions arc required to support special target groups, in
particular in view of their job creation potential:
A.

CONCERTF:D ACTIONS

The Madrid SME Policy Paper emphasised the need to stimulate business culture and
entrepreneurship at all levels. Particular attention should be given to encouraging an
entrepreneurial culture in the fr·amework of Member States' education and training
systems and to stimulating young entrepreneurs 7 '1 The discussion following the
publication by the Commission of its White paper on education and training 7 5 will form
the basis for an exchange ofbest practices in this field.
A special target group covers the craft and small enterprises which have a particular role
to play in the generation and maintaining of employment, and this over the whole territory
ofthc Union. They arc directly responsible for 60 to 80% of the jobs created over the last
five years. Taking into account the specific needs of this category of enterprises, Member
States have developed specific forms of support, which vary considerably from one
country to the other. In line with the conclusions of the 2nd European Conference for
Craft and Small enterprises in Berlin the Commission will organise a specific fomm in
order to exchange best practices with regard to such support mechanisms, including their
institutional environment.
Another key target group arc the enterprises in the field of commerce and distribution.
Following the outcome of the discussion of the Green paper on Commerce and
Distribution, which the Commission plans to publish d11Jing l9 1)(J, the Commission will
organize an exchange ofbcst practices on topics particularly sensitivt.: li.>r the development
of commerce and distribution. This will cover in particular the Inlcmnation Society and the
individual problems of commerce in rural and urban areas respectively.
H.

COMMUNITY CONTRIBUTIONS

The Commission will initiate complementary actions under the Third Multiannual SME
Programme in view of stimulating entrepreneurship and encouraging the development of
crafi and small enterprises, enterprises in commerce and distribution, women and young
entrepreneurs.
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Sec e.g. the Prince's Youth Business Trust in the UK.
Commission White P;1pcr on Ednc:1tion and Training. COM(lJ5) 5'J0 final o1'2'J.Il.lJS.
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In addition, the Commission will promote entrepreneurship through actions initiated as a
follow-up to the White Paper on Education and Training.
The Commission also recently sent a proposal to the Council and to the European
Parliament on the mutual recognition of qualifications.7<• Its purpose is to establish a
mechanism for the recognition of qualifications relating to professional activities not
covered by existing Directives. This should in particular benefit craf1 and small enterprises
by facilitating their access to the Single Market.
The actions for women entrepreneurs under the Third Multiannual SME Programme will
complement the Community actions in the fi·amework of the local employment initiative
for women (LEl) under the European Social Fund, later reinforced by the Community
initiative EMPLOYMENT-NOW. which supports actions in the field of training for
women entrepreneurs in SMEs, the creation of local services to support start-ups, cooperation and networking of local employment initiatives for women and creation of
independent activities. The Commission will encourage the integration of the same type of
projects into the operational programmes of the Structural Funds.

[~=-&-V-----------------~c_o_N_c_L_us_,,_o_N____________________,]
This Communication on a Integrated Programme for SMEs provides a comprehensive
framework which should facilitate coherence and greater visibility of the total efTort in
fcwour of SMEs. It demonstrates the wide range of measures being taken with Community
support, which, coupled with concerted actions taken by Member States, will help the
mobilisation and further development of SMEs as a major source of job creation.
The need for efTective coordination is essential. The task of bringing greater visibility to
the strategy and of achieving greater p11blic recognition of the substantial efTorts now
being made in favour ofSMI~s is closely dependent upon the degree of real integratiori or
the individual actions.The exercise of pulling together the diflhent strands of SME Policy
and the different actions undertaken directly by the Commission services, by the Member
States or by the organisations representing SMEs delivers important added value to the
sum of individual measures.
This Integrated Programme for SMEs is a direct follow-up to the. Commission's
European Confidence Pact for Employment, which aims at full mobilisation of all the
actors in a comprehensive strategy in the fight against unemployment.77 In line with the
Florence European CounciFX it calls for an integrated approach whereby national, regional
and local authorities, the social partners and the Community institutions each take
practical action in favour of growth and employment.
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COM(%) 22 final or R.02.199G.
CSE(9G) I or 5.6.1996.
Conclusions or the Florence European Council. Sl (96) 500 or 22.6. I 9%, p.2.

